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DIEHARD TRILOGY 

Gremlin’s premiere blaster 
comes to Saturn! 
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In last months issue we mentioned the arrival of 
the much anticipated Virtua Fighter 3. Since then 
we’ve heard quite a bit more about the game, 
including its latest competitor Aoi. Sit back and let 
your jaw drop at this amazing arcade beat ’em up. 
More next month! 









SEGA SATURN 









The revival of rock opera Tommy could see a resurgence in the 
popularity of 70s arcade staple pinball. Let’s hope it doesn’t 
mark an upturn for rock operas in general though. They’re crap. 
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the last eighteen months 

best games you’v 
THE STORY SO FAR... 
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You wanna get loaded? You got it. Well, not yet you 
haven’t because loaded isn’t actually out for another 
couple of months. But it is shaping up rather nicely. 
Here to deliver the gaming goods is SAM HICKMAN. 
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SCARY ZOMBIES TOO! 
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CONTESTANTS READY... 
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WHAT A PAIR! 
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DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE 







Europe is known for producing some of the most talented and innovative 
developers in the world. Every m^jor software house is busy scouting for new 
talent to buy up. Ocean’s latest partners, German team Neon, might just be some¬ 
thing of a find for the plucky Mancunians... 







reader %survey 
Win free games for a year!] 











Review IMm 
EURO’96 
DEFCON 5 
PANZER DRAGOON ZWEI 
THE HORDE 
DARKSTALKERS 
REVOLUTION X 
ALONE IN THE DARK 
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IT HAPPENS AGAIN. LAST MONTHS LEADERS ARE 
ALL BUT DESTROYED BY SCORCHING NEW TIMES! 
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b brought you the definitive guide for the fii 





but powerful type, Kage is the unprecfictable fighter x 
batant That leaves just another trio of fighters left, \ 
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PlayStation™ 


